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Using Constraint Propagation
for Cooperative UAV Localization
from Vision and Ranging

Ide-Flore Kenmogne, Vincent Drevelle and Eric Marchand

Abstract This paper addresses the problem of cooperative localization in a group of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) in a bounded error context. The UAVs are equipped
with cameras to tracks landmarks, and a communication and ranging system to coop-
erate with their neighbours. Measurements are represented by intervals, and con-
straints are expressed on the robots poses (positions and orientations). Each robot
first computes a pose domain using only its sensors measurements, by using set
inversion via interval analysis (Moore in Interval analysis. Prentice Hall, 1966 [1]).
Then, through position boxes exchange, positions are cooperatively refined by con-
straint propagation in the group. Results are presented with real robot data, and show
position accuracy improvement thanks to cooperation.

Keywords Intervals · Cooperative localization · Constraints propagation

1 Introduction

In this paper, we consider the problem of cooperative localization [2] in a group of
N unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). The robots are equipped with cameras, able to
see landmarks of known positions. A communication and ranging system provides
to each robot Rk a means of exchanging data and measuring distances with its neigh-
bours and a base station B (Fig. 1). The goal for each robot is to compute a domain
for its pose (position and orientation), assuming bounded error measurements.

The paper is organized as follows: we first present how each robot is able to
independently compute a domain for its pose using constraints from camera mea-
surements and distance to the base station. Then, in a second part, a cooperative
localization method is introduced, in which neighbours positions and distances are
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Fig. 1 Cooperative
localization with camera and
range measurements

introduced as additional constraints to tighten the pose domain of each robot, thanks
to data exchange. We finally provide experimental results obtained with quadcopter
mini-drones.

2 Vision-Based Pose Computation

This section addresses pose estimation [3] from camera measurements. To compute
the pose r = (x, y, z,!, ",#) of a UAV amounts to estimating the transformation
rTw between the world reference frame and a reference frame attached to the robot.
We assume that the rigid transformation cTr between the camera and the robot frame
is known from calibration [4], and the camera is calibrated.

For a known landmark of 3D coordinates wX in the world reference frame, the
normalized coordinates x = (cx,c y) of its projection in the camera frame are given
by the pinhole model [5]:

x = $ cTr
rTw(r) wX (1)

where $ is the perspective projection operator.
For each visible landmark wXi (i ! 1 . . .m), we can derive the following con-

straints:

Ci :

!
""""#

""""$

(cXi ,
cYi , cZi ) = cTr

rTw(r) wXi
cxi =

cXi
cZi

,
c yi =

cYi
cZi

,
cxi ! [cxi ], c yi ! [c yi ] bounded error camera measurement

cZi > 0 front looking camera

(2)

We then define the image-based pose estimation problem as a constraint satisfac-
tion problem (CSP) as:

Himg :
%

r ! [r],
{Ci , i ! 1 . . .m}

&
(3)

ThisCSP is solvedwithContractor Programming [6] andSet Inversion via Interval
Analysis (SIVIA) [7]. The altitude [z], pitch [" ] and roll [!] components of the initial
domain [r] are set thanks to onboard sensors (altimeter and inertial measurement
unit). An outer approximation of the feasible domain for the pose r is obtained in
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a. using camera only b. using camera and range to base

Fig. 2 Pose domain computation for a single drone (horizontal projection)

the form of a subpaving. An example of solution set for one robot is shown in Fig. 2a
(see [8]).

Assuming a bounded error measurement [d] of the distance d between the robot
and the base station B is available, it can be used as an additional constraint on the
robot position p = (x, y, z), to get a tighter pose estimate:

d = "p # b"2 , d ! [d] (4)

where b the known position of the base station. We obtain a tighter domain as
presented in Fig. 2b.

Dealing with camera tracking failures The subpaving computed with SIVIA can
be empty. This situation corresponds to inconsistencies in the measurements, due to
failure of the visual tracking of one or several landmarks (see [8] for more details). In
this case, our approach discards the image measurements and use only the distance
to the base station B to compute S+rk . The solution-set is in this case a ring centered
on B.

3 Using Range Measurements for Cooperative Localization

Assuming each UAV is equipped with a communication system with ranging capa-
bilities, each robot therefore measures ranges to its neighbours and cooperates with
them by exchanging its position.

Sharing positions Lets consider one robot Rk (k ! 1 . . . N ) from the group. N (k)
denotes the neighbours of Rk , i.e. the robots within communication range.

At each time step, Rk first computes an outer subpaving S+rk , that contains all the
feasible poses, considering the camera and base distance bounded-error measure-
ments (as presented in Sect. 2).

Once the pose domain S+rk is computed, the robot computes the bounding box of
its position domain [pk] = ! projp S+rk , where ! is the bounding box operator, and
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projp is the projection on the position space. [pk] is transmitted to all neighboring
robots R j , j ! N (k), and the distances dk, j between Rk and R j are simultaneously
measured.

Pose contraction At reception of information (position boxes [p j ] and bounded-
error distances measurements [dk, j ]) from neighboring robots, each robot Rk tries to
refine its actual pose domain, by propagating the new distance constraints between
Rk and each of its neighbours. Recalling that pk = (xk, yk, zk) is the position of Rk ,
each robot Rk contracts a local CSPHk defined as follows:

Hk :

'

(()

pk ! projp(S+rk ),
p j ! [p j ], j ! N (k)
dk, j ! [dk, j ], j ! N (k)
dk, j =

**pk # p j
**
2 , j ! N (k)

+

,,- (5)

We use interval constraint propagation to solve Hk , in order to reduce the pose
domain S+rk .

Fixed-point The constraint network formed by the group of robots contains cycles
spanning several robots. The contraction of the local CSPsHk has to be propagated
again through the network to improve the pose domain reduction of each robot. If
after solving Hk , the robot position bounding box [pk] is reduced, then the robot
Rk retransmits its updated [pk] to its neighbourhood. This process is iterated until
a fixed-point is reached (no more significant improvement of the robots positions
bounding boxes).

4 Experimental Results

The proposed method has been tested with data acquired on Parrot AR-Drone2 UAV,
with 5 landmarks made with AprilTag markers (Fig. 3). Image measurement error
bounds are set to ±0.5 px and range measurement error is assumed to be within
±5 cm.

Subpavings obtained with 4 robots in cooperative localization are presented in
Fig. 4. Figure 4b clearly shows how cooperative localization reduces the feasible
pose domain when some robots cannot clearly see the landmarks, by propagating
position information of the neighbours.

Table1 shows how making more robots cooperate in the fleet improves localiza-
tion, first by reducing the width of the computed position domain (Table1a), and also

Fig. 3 Onboard cameras views at t = 8 s. Landmarks are boxes with a printed pattern
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a. t = 0 s, the 4 robots cameras track
landmarks

b. t = 6.5 s, the cameras of R1 and R2

are unable to track landmarks

Fig. 4 Position domains of 4 robots. Black outline: subpavings before communication. Colored
domains: subpavings after cooperative localization

Table 1 Horizontal position results, for 1 to 4 robots in the group

R1 R2 R3 R4

1 UAV 1.29
2 UAVs 0.86 0.56
3 UAVs 0.80 0.52 2.98
4 UAVs 0.33 0.37 0.78 0.61

Horizontal position domain width (m)

R1 R2 R3 R4

1 UAV 0.226
2 UAVs 0.159 0.088
3 UAVs 0.141 0.071 1.220
4 UAVs 0.040 0.046 0.248 0.192

Average horizontal position error (m)

(a) (b)

by improving the precision when using the center of the domain as a point estimate
(Table1b). With 4 UAVs, the average horizontal position error is less than 5cm for
all the drones.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method to solve cooperative localization in a group of
UAVs.Computations rely on interval constraint propagation, assuming bounded error
image and distance measurements. Each UAV first independently computes a pose
domain from its camera measurements, and then exchanges position information
with its neighbours to further reduce the position domains of the robots in the group.
The method has been applied to real data, and enables to improve the positioning
precision of the AUVs thanks to position information propagation. The experiments
show that increasing the number of robots in the group provides additional constraints
on position, and yields smaller uncertainty of the computed robots poses.
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